SUBJECT 1 WEB BANNER
Views the banner as an awareness mechanism; and, it would have caught
attention when dealing with cancer.
Prefers the banners in red - thinks they are more eye-catching - than the
white banners. Prefers the second banner or thinks it stands out best.
Too many words on the banner, but it is all clear. Nothing is confusing.
She ees banner as attempting to tell people to be aware of their risk, learn
more.
The campaign URL should be larger, so people know to click there.
Take ribbon off of people, and make people (stick figures) a lighter color
and make one of them a different color instead of putting a ribbon on them.
Would have definitely clicked through before (during cancer treatment)
and now to learn more. Didn't know about blood clot risks.
Views the information and sources as credible.

WEB PAGE

INFOGRAPHIC

Likes that it is "clean and easy to read" - likes the font very much, and sees the info
presented as logically presented. All very clear, nothing confusing.

She repeats comments about design elements

Grey figures under symptoms could stand out more. Maybe remove circles and make
figures bigger, use only a portion of the figures, or make the figures a darker gray color.
Red ribbon does "say cancer to me," but maybe don't put it on people. The people in
red stand out and understands they are the one's who are affected.
Call out infographic with a button.
Use justified left and not justified right text.
Identifies call to action as: Know your risk and talk to your doctor about your risk, but
thinks all the information is important
Moved through the site from top to bottom and didn't think it was too much info.
Would definitely read from top to bottom.
Thinks more text could be presented in bold, but she "likes choice of red and gray and
white very clean…but 'quiet' so some text can be bolded to stand out or be 'louder'"

Likes the infographic a lot and says "everything I said about the web
page could apply to the infographic."

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?

Likes these resources or that we are trying to appeal
to different info needs of readers.

"Red doesn't have any significant meaning to me, but I think red is very effective and
and also a very natural tie in to blood or blood clots."

Probably would share this information and the URL

"Red reversed on white doesn't have any meaning to me, but it looks very eye-catching

directly with family/friends by email but not necessarily
via social media.

and it's clean. I like that design and think it works really well with this topic."
The design and use of colors is very nice.

SUBJECT 2 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

INFOGRAPHIC

Understands what the banner is intending to do.
At first finds the banner "scary," "anxiety producing."
Primarily the second panel in the banner. But
became less anxious about it upon reading more.
Would definitely seek more info about this topic.

Understands the target audience and intent of content.
Thinks the information is clear and helpful. While it
remains anxiety producing, the subject is feeling less
scared or thinking it's not really scary. It's just "anxiety
producing to think that this could have happened to me."

Likes the infographic very much, and raises
same points about appreciation for design
as done for website.

Never heard about this from doctors/oncologist
and questions why the reader/patient has to know
it and not the doctor. She says: "Why doesn 't the
the doctor have to know this and tell the patient.
The patient is already dealing with so much."

Would like it to be more clear as to why people need
to know this. Know this so you can talk to your
doctor about it, or know this so you can keep an
eye out for symptoms. It's not just know your risk, tell
people why they need to know their risk.

Understands that 1 in 5 clots affect people with
cancer, but really wants to know how many
people with cancer are affected by clots. That
is important information that should be included.
Subject assumes that 20 percent of CA patients
are NOT affected by clots.

Likes the design and thinks the site overall is "really nice,
understandable."

Would definitely talk to doctor about this, and
would definitely click through to learn more.

Asks question: Does the ribbon mean they have cancer
or a clot?

Thinks all of the information is clear, nothing is
confusing or complex.

Issue regarding why patients need to learn this and not
MDs grows as review of the web page and its content
continues. The thought is that this is something doctors
should know and tell patients about, but subject says
they understand that doesn't happen and this is an effort
to get patients to talk to their doctors about the subject.

"Would hate for this to deter patients from
taking treatment if they think treatment causes
clots."

When asked, agrees that ribbons don't need to be
on people if the people are another color to indicate
they are affected.

Repeats most of same other comments shared
about web page re: infographic.

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?

Likes that people can download this for
use with doctors or to share with friends/family.

The red color works for this web page and the other resources. No concerns about the color
or red reversed on white. It looks good and works for this design and subject matter.

Risk factors checklist: Asks if "recent oncology
diagnosis" is the same or different than "diagnosis
within past three months." If this is redundant,
change it to just state the number of months that
equals recent Dx.
Suggests using language from second sentence on
risk factors checklist on web page: "Review/know
risks and discuss with MD." (This connects
need to know risks with an answer to the question
"why should I know my risks?")
Also says it's okay if the answer to the question
also involves or just involves "recognize Sx."
Subject just thinks that the answer to the question -why should I know risks -- is provided.

SUBJECT 3 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

Subject describes themselves as a quantitative person, but says
they "don't care about 900,000." Just wants to know how this
applies to them, so is only interested in the 1 in 5 stat. Thinks
all other stats should be deleted.

Subject's immediate reaction to web page: "This is really good, I
this.

He also explains that they have low platelets, so this is not
relevant to them. They are aware of risk but the information
or campaign doesn't apply to them because they are at risk of
bleeding and not clotting.
Suggests that information on banner panels 2 and 3 be
collapsed into one panel.
Doesn't think the information is unclear, just not necessary.
He is "not a fan of ribbons" and suggests we remove the
ribbon from this campaign.
Says the banner is trying to communicate blood clot risk, but
that it doesn't apply to everyone as it doesn't apply to him.
Also says banner is trying to get readers to understand risk
and click to learn more.
Nothing confusing about the banner. He might click on it, even
though it doesn't apply to him, but only if we emphasized
1 in 5 and not the 900,000 because that 900,000 is not
relevant at all to him.
CDC logo makes the banner legitimate.
Thinks the 1 in 5 stat is the most important information.

He likes the additional statistics on this page, particularly in terms
of survival.
Reiterates comments made on banner re: ribbon and 1 in 5. Thinks
900,000 should be deleted from the cancer arm of the campaign.
Says didn't know what DVT/PE symptoms so this is important info
to have.
Doesn't think that the call to action for risk recognition and
symptoms is strong enough, and that we need to add information
about treatment. Recognizes this as call-to-action, but doesn't think
it's strong enough.
Thinks that the "other risk factors" that are not specific to
cancer (such as obesity) should all be removed because they are
"distracting."
Thinks the page is clearly communicating the risk of clots in cancer
patients.
He would definitely share the information but only among people
with cancer.

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

Likes the infographic and has same reaction to it as
demonstrated for web page.

Thinks it's good to have risk factors and symptoms as
downloadable content but that risk factors should only
focus on what is relevant to cancer patients and not
peripheral risks (i.e., obesity, etc)

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
The colors are good for the campaign and consistent throughout. They
work for blood and blood clots and subject didn't view colors as more
than emblematic of blood clots and maybe the colors used consistently
for the campaign and the subject said "they are good for this campaign."

SUBJECT 4 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

Subject identifies each banner CTA relative to precise messaging;
and, with the exception of the first panel, which is perceived as
"generic to draw people in," the subject thinks all panels are
related and intended to help people understand clot risk.

Doesn't like that content has movement when it loads.

Does not think information is scary at all. It's part of what you
have to deal with (subject was checked for clots).

She likes all of the imagery, including the ribbon.

The only item subject thought was confusing was: "…cancer
and some cancer treatments" - she said it made her go back
and read it again because she thought it was a typo. She suggests
that we remove the first two words (cancer and) and just say "
some cancer treatments."
She views the information as educational or a lead up to
more education and "80 percent likelihood" she would click thru.
She likes all the imagery and prefers the second panel out of
them all. Doesn't dislike any panel, just prefers 2 and then
3/4 similarly.
She thinks messaging is "very intuitive and the execution is very
good."
CDC and NBCA logos give the message credibility, even if she
doesn't know NBCA.

She reads top to bottom. Likes all the content. Thinks copy is
written well, and really likes the DVT/PE (legs/lungs) diagram.

She likes the design because it's modern and clean and not "too
bright."
Would not share this on social media, but would share it via
email. She suggests we add an email sharing option.

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

Likes how the content repeats in this format.

Likes how content repeats in subsequent formats.

Shares the same observations as those shared re:
the web page.

Would not share this on social media, but would share it via
email. She suggests we add an email sharing option.

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
Red is a good color for this campaign because it signifies clots and
the mixed use of white and grey is very "clean and contemporary" and
she thinks it is well suited to the program. No issues with red on white.

SUBJECT 5 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

She likes the third panel more than the others, "because It's
gender inclusive."

Likes the website overall, reads top to bottome.

She likes the use of the ribbon, and the way it's integrated with
the male/female figures to illustrate key point about 1 in 5.
Doesn't think any of content is confusing, but she thinks the
first panel is very vague. Favorite panel is second panel.

Suggests that some phrases be bold for added emphasis, such as
"one important step," to grab people's attention.
She wanted to know what risks and symptoms were right away, and
so was looking for those. I asked if it might help to have an
anchor button to take her to those sections and she thought that
would be good.

She doesn't think content is too much or scary.
She sees CTA as click thru prompt, and she says she would
definitly click through on panels 2, 3, and 4.
Definitely a credible source due to CDC logo.

After seeing/reading risks and symptoms she said she thought
that information was very helpful and very patient specific. When
prompted, she said she wasn't confused by "other risk factors,"
because she said she understood that to mean there may be
other things contributing to risk. She didn't find it confusing.
She really liked the icons and description of Sx. She saw them as
progressing, or taking some logical sequence from leg to lung.
She didn't find the copy to be too much. She thought it told her
what she "needed to know to talk to her doctor and to look out
for." She acknowledges that cancer patients are "bombarded with
information, and she needs to filter information." If we helped
with that filter or navigation it could help, and she just suggested
adding buttons that help to take patients to other info on the page.
She says she would share it with people, particularly her
cancer doctor who she would encourage to share it with
other patients.

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

Thought is was helpful to have information in a
condensed format that people can print out.

She said that the downloadable content is "exactly what I
was looking for when asking about risks and symptoms."
This downloadable content puts in "all in close view" and
"that's very helpful"

Input re: copy and imagery was the same as web page.

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
She had few thoughts about the color red, and just assumed it was
symbolic of blood or blood clots. She thinks the "color scheme" is
pleasant, and she has no issues or comments about red on white. She
thinks the design is good and the font is easy to read.

SUBJECT 6 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

Immediately drawn to this as a cancer patient, saying "I've had
cancer twice and this is important to me, and the idea that I need
to stay well to get well is so true."

The web page definitely looks like this is where the banner would
take a person. "It looks like I've come to the right place."

Drawn to the panel that emphasizes wellness, or staying
well, but equally drawn to the panel with statistics. It's
good to see exactly how this affects people like me and the
second panel makes that very clear.
The message is that you have to stay healthy to beat cancer
and hidden blood clots can be dangerous or kill you before
the cancer.
The banner is encouraging me to learn more as a cancer
patient and I can do that by clicking on them to get more
information or learn more about treatment.

Reads top to bottom, but stops at each section to engage independent items (infographic, risks check list, downloadable content).
Likes how the web page is expanding on specific information,
and thinks it is clear and "written so people can understand it all…
not too technical or difficult to understand." Says, "this is very
good information to have."
The main message I get from this web page is that if you have
cancer you need to know you could get a blood clot and that
you should be on the lookout for any symptoms. After reading this
you should know that you have to get to the doctor or the
hospital right away if you experience any of the symptoms
talked about here.

Would definitely click on any one of the panels. 100%
CDC is a legitimate provider of health and since NBCA is
connected with them on this banner I assume that NBCA is
legitimate too just like any nonprofit that might work with CDC.
Likes the images, and especially likes the images of people.
When asked directly, says "I like the ribbons, and their use
makes sense to me. It's just a way to sympbolize a health
condition or issue and for cancer I think it makes sense. I don't
really care what color a ribbon is, because I can see read and
it's clear this is about cancer and blood clots."

Says "I will share this information with my wife and daughter, and
also people I know who have cancer." Assumes his doctor knows.
Very active on social media and says he would share it there too.
The images used in the program are eye-catching and effective.
Says "they are all appropriate and help the reader through the
material."
Doesn't find anything confusing and doesn't have any recommendations to change anything.

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

Says "I really love that this is portable…that's so
important. Maybe I can show this to my doctor."

Thinks the downloadable content is good to have for
people who might want to share just the basic facts or
who want some type of quick reference to share.

Reiterates all the same comments re: content and
style.

Says he would be more inclined to share the infographic
or website because it contains all the info and explanations
and other important content.

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
The design is very "peaceful" and that's "good" because it helps you take
in important information that is very serious and could be scary for some
people. The design works welll with the content and the colors "work
perfectly" because the red helps draw your eye to certain things and
symbolizes blood clots and the other colors are cooler or calmer and
balance that. The reverse red on white is very effective and works
aesthetically. "I like it."

SUBJECT 7 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

Subject struggled with the concept of a banner, but came to
understand that it is an "advertisement" on the internet.

She thinks that the web page is "better than the banner" because
it gives her more information that she can use.

She says she doesn't trust anything she sees on the internet,
because you can't really be sure where it's coming from because
there's so much "fake news out there."

It's important to her that risks and signs and symptoms are shared.
She thinks it might help if they were "up higher."

When asked to look at it independent of its placement on the
internet, or just as an informational "flyer," the subject
offered these observations:
1. "It makes sense that you have to learn all things like this
when you have cancer, but it should be the doctor's job
to make sure this doesn't happen."
2. There isn't any one panel she likes or dislikes versus another.
They all strike her the same way.
3. She views the banner or its content as a means to tell
people something important about their cancer care, and she
thinks this is something doctors should be responsible for.
4. She is not sure how she's supposed to know if this is
happening to her and if she doesn't know if it's happening,
how can she do anything about it.
Respondent doesn't think that the language is confusing, she
just think it doesn't make sense to tell her about this when
it should be doctor's responsibility.
She knows that the CDC is legitimate and suggests she thinks
she knows that NBCA is legitimate too, but she can't be sure
that the information is legitimate if it is on the internet.
She says the images are "okay" and "don't bother" her.

She says she likes the look of this. She moves around the page,
but did not realize she could click on links for other information.
When this was pointed out to her, she found that "interesting."
She focused on signs and symptoms for a long time, and thought
this section was very helpful. She also thought the section that
goes into detail about risks for cancer patients was helpful too, and
she did like that other risks not specific to cancer (like obesity)
were included there.
She understands this is intended for people with cancer, but says
it might be useful for more people to know this before they are
diagnosed with cancer.
She perceives that the call to action is to "know if you're a
cancer patient that this can happen to you and that if you
have any bad symptoms you should go to the ER or get
attention right away or you might die."
She doesn't think the information is scary, but she thinks it's
"probably scary to people who might be anxious people, but you
have to face facts and deal with this stuff in life for your own good."
She would share this information directly (not on social media)
with her family and with people who she knows who have cancer
or who have had cancer.
She understands all of the information and doesn't find it to be
too much or confusing.
She thinks the banners at the top are "very pretty" and that the
site has an "attractive look." She says now she "feels better
seeing CDC and NBCA on the bottom of the page."

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

She liked that the infographic could be printed out for
other people. She sees it as a "close mirror image" of
the website and that she "already shared her thoughts
about that."

She doesn't think these two pieces of downloadable
content are necessary if you have the infographic, because
the infographic is "the cheat sheet."
She says "…there's nothing wrong with these two
documents, they're just repetitive and I don't think
it's necessary to have them here."

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
She says "...all the colors are fine…" and she doesn't have any trouble
reading any of it and that she's "okay" with red reversed on white.
She says, "I don’t think that kind of stuff matters as long as the informais good and clear and comes from a reputable source like CDC and NBCA."

SUBJECT 8 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

Reviewed individual panels slowly, saying "information is clear
and easy to follow."

Reads the page slowly from top to bottom, methodically. Clicks
on links as she progresses. She says "It is laid out logically and is
very informative."

Sees the message as it's important to make sure that blood
clots don't affect ability to treat cancer effectively or
get well.
She would click on any of the banners to learn more, but
definitely drawn more to the second banner than any others.

She likes the images and suggests that they reflect the copy or
content very well; she spent an inordinate amount of time
on Sx and risk factors, and trying to ascertain how they apply
to her.
She says, "There is nothing confusing or that I don't understand."

The images "work well with the information" and she "wouldn't
change them."
She thinks the information is credible, since "it is coming from
CDC and NBCA."
As someone diagnosed with cancer, "I'm not scared by this or
think it's too much. There's a lot of information we need to
know and this is just more of it I guess."

She sees the call to action as being aware of risk "and knowing
what to do if you're at risk." When prompted re: what to do
if you know you're at risk, she said "tell your doctor and also
let them know immediately if you have any of those symptoms
because you could lose your life if you don't."
She would share this information with people, but maybe more
with people like family and close friends.
There's nothing on the site she would change, except it might
help to slow down that pace at which the slides move at the
top. (It was explained to the subject that we agree, slides should
move slower, but in development site the timing is tricky and
we can't control it 100%. The slides will move slower when
the site is launched.)

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

Likes the way that the infographic is a "summary" of
the website and thinks it's a helpful way to summarize
the content.

She thinks this is good content for people to talk to their
doctors about, particularly if they're older and might have
trouble remembering specifics.

This is the information or a document she would likely
share with friends/family.
Reiterates comments re: language and graphics she
shared about the web page.

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
She said that to her in this case red means "emergency," and she thinks
it works with this content because this is an emergency for some
people and also because red and blood clots "makes sense." She likes
the red text on white, because it's "eye catching" and "stands out nice."

SUBJECT 9 WEB BANNER

WEB PAGE

Subject thinks banners are attention grabbing, but likes the
second one the best. He thinks it will help people with cancer
"understand how this affects them or people like them."

Upon viewing the web page, he says "this is the information I want
to see or maybe should have been on the banner."

He does say that it is "scary to think about, but not written or
presented in a scary way."
Images are "okay," and he says "he doesn't really have much to
say" about them. Asks if there's a reason why the ribbon is
attached to a woman v. a man. He adds he doesn't think it
matters, he's "just wondering."
He is sometimes reluctant to click on things on the internent, he
explains, but says that if he saw this on the internet and he
could be sure it came from CDC, he would click on it.
He thinks that the information is credible because of the CDC
logo.
He would like to learn more, as he thinks the banner is just a tease
"tease" to get you to click to get to "the real information,"
which can be "frustrating" since "I'd just like to get the information."

He skims the web page and as he progresses he says, "Yes, this is
good information…there's a lot of it and (he says laughing) I guess
you really can't put all of this on one of those banners. I get it."
He didn't click on downloadable content, but when encouraged
to do so, he said he liked the list format, or the "quick view of key
facts."
He doesn't think there's too much information, but he likes
bullets and lists more than reading a lot of words. He likes the way
words match up with images and icons, especially the way the
symptoms are presented.
He suggests maybe the list of risks can be added to the site. (We
pointed out that they were on the site, and he agreed and that
it was helpful to see them on the site and in the downloadable
list.
He thinks the key message is to understand the risk for blood
clots you face if you have cancer. He had a lot of questions
about the subject in genera, and was trying to understand how
directly this may or may not apply to his case. He poured over
the risk factors section, looking for information that would help
him gauge his own risk. (I encouraged him to speak with his
oncologist to learn more.)
He was also "comforted" to see that there are signs and symptoms
that he can watch out for, and that he might print out that information "to keep handy" and so he doesn't forget.
He probably would only share this information with people
involved in his care, like his immediate family and his physicians.
If he know other people with cancer, he might share it with them,
but he wouldn't share this information on social media, because
he doesn't really share information of any kind on social media.

INFOGRAPHIC

OTHER DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT

Likes the "list view" and "snapshots" the infographic
provides. Thinks this will be helpful for "everyone."

Thinks this is good information to keep handy and to aid
recall.

Again, asks if this can just be shown on the web page
as is, or as a image on the website that people can
see in full.
Shares same feedback re: language, images, content
as he did re: the web page.

What does the color red mean to you? Red reversed on white?
He says "Stuff like that is really not something I know much about." I think
everything is clear and looks okay. The colors all match and that's nice.
I don't have any trouble seeing or reading any of it and I guess that
the people who designed this know what they are doing."
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